Happy June! Lots has been going on these days.
In the recent ruling on the HathiTrust and fair use the second circuit affirmed Judge Baer's earlier decision. We will have a lawyer panel during the 34th Charleston Conference, probably on Friday afternoon. http: //www.districtdispatch.org/2014/06/ala-applauds-second-circuit-affirmation-fair-use/ What a big development! HighWire Press, a technology service provider to influential scholarly publishers and an auxiliary unit of Stanford University Libraries, has received a significant equity investment to support its strategic growth from Accel-KKR, a technology-focused private equity firm. The new partnership enables HighWire to further its strategic initiatives and digital innovations in Internet-based publishing. The investment from Accel-KKR will enable the business, HighWire Press, Incorporated, to operate as a stand-alone A not unrealistic vision of the future is that of a person owning a single digital device through which they will create and consume all their digital content and manage all their communications and transactions. Even if this specific vision fails to materialise, there is no doubt that technology is causing an irresistible gravitational pull to a wholly digital, converged centre.
Of course, technology is not the only force at work: political expediency is driving fundamental changes to business models (leading to new content platforms and the hybridisation existing ones); the digitisation of our world is changing the way that all of us interact and communicate, research and publish; new generations are growing up with a completely different experience of "consuming" content than their parents. Against this backdrop those in the scholarly ecosystem are facing a difficult and eventful journey. What will the results of convergence be, and what kind of collisions will we experience along the way?
In "Hunters and Gatherers: The Future of Search," Dr. Andrea Fellas explores how human biology and technology are converging and what this means for how we construct, consume, and explore the emerging digital landscapes. Forging into the future, the internal and external worlds we inhabit are colliding.
In an age where many of us already carry computers in our pockets -and even inside our bodies -how will the symbiotic relationship between Homo sapiens and its devices evolve and what does it mean for how we forage for information?
In "Convergence! Collision! Bridging the Gap Between Research and Practice: How Mobility Liberates Content From the Library and Puts it in the Hands of the Users," Andrea Powell explores the challenges of delivering highly targeted and action-oriented information, which normally has its origins in the research literature and reference library, directly to users in practice, be they busy veterinary practitioners or smallholder farmers in the remotest parts of the developing world. She describes the information management techniques and the use of technologies that enable a traditional, research-oriented publisher to put knowledge in the hands of such non-academic user groups.
"Redrawing the Line: Challenging the Publisher-Library Relationship" by Jane Harvell and Joanna Ball outlines how the University of Sussex Library is working with SAGe to develop a trusted relationship and an alternative space (both physical and metaphorical) for conversations and collaboration. Within the scholarly ecosystem academia, libraries, and publishers have evolved together over the last 150 years into an established order of publishing and dissemination. Massive changes in technology, disruptive publishing models, and the globalization of education have meant that this accepted order is being significantly challenged.
In 
LIQUID LUNCH LOG by Bruce Strauch (The Citadel)
A profile of federal judge Denise Cote who handled the price-fixing prosecution of various publishers and Apple. She hit the publishers with $166 million in sanctions to compensate readers who were overcharged on books (Have you gotten a check? I haven't.) But even more devastating to them, she required they keep a record of their familiar cozy chats over lunch at the Union Square Café. This is reported to have chilled the book business.
But of course. It doesn't pay. Liquid lunches are the only joy.
See -David Margolick, "Her Bite of Apple," Vanity Fair, June, 2014, p.104. 
